
VoD issues

Who will catch-up TV catch up with? The

demands of Video-an-Demand

By Rex Winsbury

The author thanks the Westminster eForum, Lon-
don, for inviting him to their VoO seminar in Febru-
ary, from which these comments are substantially
drawn

The growth of Video-on-Demand (VoD) is begin-
ning to raise interesting questions about how

VoD will fit into the media landscape, and in particu-
lar:

(a) whether it might more properly be called - as
it often is - "catch-up TV", just a recycling device
for already-aired TV programmes; or whether it
will evolve into a broader medium on the lines of
"anytime downloads" - or will that cause it to merge
into pay TV? Put another way, is VoD ever going to
be anything more than a passive video library from
which the viewer picks a video programme, using
some sort of catalogue and having made some sort
of payment? Is there, for example, an alternative
business model in which advertising plays a (large)
part?

(b) what VoD's effect might be on the hierarchy and
pecking order of 'windows' which govern which type
of cinema, TV or video outlet can show a studio
production at what interval after first release: and
how VoD positions itself, or seeks to position itself,
between linear TV channels, so called 'secondary
channels' that also recycle already-aired TV mate-
rial, and bought-to-own DVDs.

(c) whether VoD, if too successful, would displace
so much viewing time from the mainstream linear
media from which it draws its main catch-up material
that it would end up signing both their, and therefore
its own, death warrant, in a sort of mutual suicide
pact.

Right at the outset, there is a problem about how
you define VoD. That is no mere semantic issue.
On the answer to it depends important issues about
who is, and is not, subject to regulation. This closely
correlates with a further question - is VoD just about
broadcasters and the TV set, or does it extend to
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Internet means of aggregation and delivery. IPTV
(see previous article) is certainly seen as part of the
VoD landscape. But how can you enforce regulation
on the Internet?

EU Directive

European VoD operators in particular are subject
to the recent new EU Audio-Visual Media Services
(AVMS) directive, which has quite a lot to say about
Video-on-Demand services. It refers to "television-
like" services in which "the nature and the means
of access to the service would lead the user rea-
sonably to expect regulatory protection", although
by means of "lighter regulation". The essential
characteristic of VoD is defined as "the viewing of
programmes at the moment chosen by the user and
at his individual request on the basis of a catalogue
of programmes".

Inevitably, this has left open much room for argu-
ment. On the one hand, TV companies such as the
BBG (with its iPlayer) and other operators such as
cable TV companies are pushing their way into VoD
as an extra public service justification, or as a sup-
port to their subscription levels. Such companies
accept that they are part of the VoD universe and
therefore subject to regulation. On the other hand,
certain internet-based companies (it is said that
Yahoo! is one of them) will not accept that the AVMS
directive applies to them - they are not, after all, tra-
ditional TV companies - while other operators main-
tain that they are merely a pipe or conduit for other
people's content and for that reason not themselves
subject to regulation.

Here there is a key question, which is - if there is
regulation, where should the sanctions bite? Tradi-
tionally, regulation does not normally apply to the
programme maker or to the platform owner, but to
the operator or aggregator of the channel which
puts the programme on public view by means of a
platform. But with VoD, it may have to be exactly the
reverse - the VoD platform operator may be the only
player to whom responsibility can be attached i.e. a
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A UK NTL VoD menu - before it became Virgin Media

shift of emphasis from content to mode of access
The Internet issue

However, this regulatory questions are almost a
technicality compared to the much broader question
of whether regulation can, let alone should, attach
to VoD carried and delivered over the Internet, as
opposed to (say) VoD operated by broadcasters and
cable TV companies which fall within the regulatory
reach of particular nation states. The Internet is glo-
bal and inimical to regulation. So how do you define
VoD for the purposes not only of regulation but also
of consumer education and awareness, even of
rights and windows? This is a thorny issue.

One solution being canvassed is that VoD operators
who are Internet-based should have the option of
joining the "regulated space" out of self-interest and
as a reassurance to potential customers. In other
words, while such operators could not be forced to
submit to regulation, and indeed those who do may
form only a tiny sub-section of the Internet (quite
apart from the video material posted onto social
networking sites like Facebook), nevertheless some
operators may see a commercial advantage in hav-
ing a mark of approval such as regulation might pro-
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vide. But this is, at this stage, all speculation.

From the point of view of regulation, there are also
important issues of detail. For example, should the
idea of the 'watershed' apply to VoD? The water-
shed is familiar on TV - the time, usually 9 pm,
before which certain types of material should not be
shown, in order to protect children, but after which
the rules are relaxed. In Germany, that watershed
principle applies to VoD as well - the available VoD
'library' changes at that time. In other countries, it
does not, or does not yet, apply.

Or are there other methods for regulating VoD, such
as PIN-controlled access, or filters set up by parents
with various levels or types of filter, dealing with sex,
violence etc? There may be a big task in ensuring
that subscribers know how to use the 'programme
interface' in order to discriminate between different
types of content.

Co-regulation

Such questions are aside from the general require-
ment in Europe, under the new EU audio-visual
directive, that the regulatory system should be one
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of co-regulation between state and industry, and
how that would work in practice. Within Europe,
only the UK has so far set up an industry body (for
the UK, it is ATVOD - Association for Television on
Demand operators) with whom the public regulator
can "co-regulate. There are a few non-European
countries who have such bodies, but it is clear that
many European states have some work to do to
put the EU AVMS directive into practice in the VoD
domain.

Nor is VoD necessarily a simple business option.
Some VoD operators offer a simple '7-day catch-
up' service, while others offer programmes whose
first airing took place well over 7 days previously.
Moreover, it is important to be clear that the rights
to show material on VoD do not come automatically
with the right to broadcast on linear TV - this is a
separate right, to be negotiated and bought sepa-
rately (unless of course you own the basic rights in
the first place). So there has to be a pay-back some-
where to offset these costs.

Role of advertising

Advertising as an additional income stream for VoD
operators is as yet unproven. There may be scope
for sponsored programmes to be made available
(presumably for free). But perhaps surprisingly, the
fact that a VoD operator knows exactly how many
people download what, at what time, is not quite the
attraction to advertisers that it might seem, without
more complex information about who in the house-
hold is watching or downloading.

Then again, VoD sits (perhaps uneasily) between
linear TV on the one side, and DVDs on the other
side. DVDs can and do draw on much the same
material, such as collected editions of a popular TV
series, but can be bought outright by the consumer,
without the time or geographical limitations that can
characterise VoD.

Windows and rights

It is for this reason that some people regard VoD,
at least in its present guise, as a limited addition to
the media landscape - unless the present system of
'windows' that governs the timing of showings col-
lapses in favour of separate negotiation, medium
by medium. It is said that the periods after theatrical

release at which studio productions can be shown
are coming down anyway (say, from 9 months to 6
months) and will soon become untenable as a sys-
tem.

At that point, VoD might be able to compete for
rights - but might also become undistinguishable
from Pay TV and/or not be able to compete with
DVDs being issued at the same time. The idea
that VoD is a sort of "TV iPod" is an attractive one,
but maybe Apple is already there. Pricing of the
various alternative ways of accessing "catch-up"
programmes may be a key business issue. On the
other hand, it is easy to see how VoD may be the
death of so-called 'secondary channels' - those TV
channels which al the moment entirely depend on
re-runs of previously shown shows.

A suicide pact?

However, that will not answer the potentially uneasy
relationship between the primary linear TV chan-
nels and the VoD operators which depend on those
linear channels for providing their material and for
establishing the popularity of that material which
draws users to VoD as a 'catch-up' after the event.
If VoD nibbles away too much from the viewing
proportion of the primary linear TV channels and
so helps to endanger their existence, VoD could be
self-defeating.

On the other hand (and perhaps for that reason),
traditional broadcasters are themselves entering
the VoD market in part as self-protection as well as
diversification. This may produce a reluctance to
licence their material elsewhere. But there is a plus
point in that minority or niche programmes seem to
do better, proportionately, on VoD than they did on
linear TV.

Preparing for HDTV

There is one last issue worth a mention facing VoD,
and that is High Definition TV. Will that be a problem
for those shunting HDTV down pipes with limited
bandwidth in the existing infrastructure? Will the
pipe be big enough? One view is that the 'pipe' will
expand to meet the demand, but the extra storage
required at base-camp may well be a problem. But
VoD will in time just have to cope with HD.
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